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founded as Hugh V. McKay in the s. In it merged with Massey Harris's Australian operations to
become H. Classic art reinvented with a modern twist. Photography inspired by futuri
Photograph - Massey Ferguson, Mf31 Bale Thrower, circa s, Photograph of tractor and hay bale
thrower. Two children playing in the sunshine on a tractor on the family farm, USA in the early s.
Farming, s, a tractor in a field with plouging equipment attached. A Caterpillar D6 track-type
diesel tractor used on a family farm for land clearance, USA in the early s. A farmer clearing his
land on a Caterpillar D6 track-type diesel tractor on a family farm, USA in the early s. The red
and blue sacks on the trailer contain 'Chow Chow Concentrate', an animal feed supplement.
Two children playing in the sunshine on a tractor and trailer on the family farm, USA in the early
s. Warwickshire, Circa A farmer and his Fordson N9 tractor seen here competing in the annual
Forest of Arden ploughing match. Farming in the s, a farmer riding on the back of ploughing
equipment being pulled by a tractor, England, UK. UK Close-up detail of a refurbished 's
International Harvester tractor. Historical picture from s of two young boys helping a farmer
stack bundles of hay onto the back of a tractor in a sloping field. The Nuffield Universal was a
tractor produced by the Agricultural division of Morris Motors, the name coming from the
Oxfordshire village of William Morris, the company's founder. The hop sacks are known as
'pokes'. From the fields, the freshly-picked hops are taken back to an oast house to dry and are
then used in the brewery industry to make beer. In the post war years in Britain with continued
food rationing, there was a special emphasis put on training young people about agriculture,
farming methods and food production. Moss a livestock farmer seen here driving a Ferguson
tractor around the farm. Snow completely covers a tractor sitting at Taylor Woodrow
construction site. England, s. The advert appeared in a magazine published in the UK in
February The illustration features a girl on a tractor and the words emphasise the pleasure of
smoking and the famous catchphrase 'Player's Please'. The box of the cigarettes featured the
famous sailor image in the centre of the design - with the word 'Hero' on his cap. A s advert for
Player's Navy Cut 'Medium' cigarettes. Snow covers a tractor sitting at a Taylor Woodrow
construction site in this historical picture by J Allan Cash. Panel detail of a Fordson Major
Diesel tractor. A young man stands on the hay on the trailer. In this era, with post-war
restrictions still in place, farming was an important industry and - difficult to believe today most of the land mass of Britain was still predominantly rural and agricultural. This mobile
steam engine parked in a field is from M. Harmsworth, Cox Green, Maidenhead, Berks. Robey
was a firm based in Lincoln, England that built steam rollers and expanded into portable steam
engines and other steam powered machinery such as traction engines. Curator Peter Liebhold
explored gems of the museum's tractor collection and what they can teach us about the history
of farming in America. Agriculture is a significant part of American history, and nothing is more
symbolic of farming than a tractor in front of a red barn. The National Museum of American
History has 14 full-size tractors and numerous scale models in its collection, not to mention
photographs and other related objects. Each tractor in the collection illustrates a different
aspect of how farming changed over time. These are six highlights from over years of tractor
and farming history. For millennia farming was accomplished with human and animal power.
Some of the earliest engines began appearing in fields in the mids. Wood, coal, and even straw
fueled a fire to heat water that generated steam to power the engine. Some farmers bought
these portable steam engines to run equipment like circular saws for construction or threshing
machines for separating and cleaning grain. Steam engines made farmwork less reliant on
human brawn or animal power. Early versions of steam-powered engines were not
self-propelled and still needed to be towed into the fields by teams of draft animals like horses

and mules. In addition, the high cost of the portable engines meant that only a few could afford
them. Skip to main content. These tractors show years of farming history. By Peter Liebhold ,
March 1, The John Deere Model D was introduced in and was the first tractor that the company
marketed under its own name. With numerous companies manufacturing tractors, and many
making wild claims, farmers became increasingly aware of the importance of quality from
brands they could trust. Steam in the fields Advertisement for the Frick farm engine,
Steam-powered harvesting, early s. A large group uses threshing machines belted to
steam-powered traction engines to process mountains of wheat. Animals were still being used
to haul the wagons. Note the small tenders of coal being towed by the traction engines.
Courtesy of Library of Congress. Tractors are born Charles Hart and Charles Parr set up a
business in Charles City, Iowa, in , originally selling a two-cylinder gasoline engine they
developed. In the firm built 15 self-propelled traction engines. As part of their advertising
campaign, their sales manager invented a new word to describe their product: tractor. The word
"tractor" was first coined by the Hart Parr company. The museum's Hart Parr 3 is the oldest
surviving internal combustion engine tractor. Relatively few farmers could justify the purchase
of this 14,pound monster, and despite its size the machine only produced 30 horsepower. Most
farmers did not need a large tractor. Instead, they were attracted to small, inexpensive
general-purpose machines that could do both field and belt work in which the tractor powers
another machine with a long leather belt. At first, it was not clear what type of
firmâ€”automotive or agriculturalâ€”would build and market lightweight internal combustion
tractors. In nearly manufacturers sold tractors, but total sales were small. Ford and International
Harvester built the market by mass-producing tractors and engaging in a price war. Deere and
Co. By over a million lightweight tractors had been sold, but competition narrowed. The
Fordson was the first tractor sold by Ford in the U. It quickly became popular: Ford sold 36,
tractors in In , with slumping sales, Ford abandoned U. In the s and s tractor use had
successfully displaced mules and horses. Manufacturers refined the equipment, adding new
technology like three-point hitches and power take offs to power auxiliary equipment. In the s
Allis-Chalmers began research of fuel cell tractors. Unlike standard batteries, fuel cells do not
store energy but convert chemical energy to electric energy. This tractor functioned, but was
not economically practical. Manufacturers experimented with some alternatives to internal
combustion engines, but in the end the rugged diesel engine won out. In International Harvester
created HT, a concept tractor for the jet age. A lightweight pound turbine produced an
astounding 85 horsepower, but it was very noisy and consumed vast quantities of fuel. While
the turbine was not successful as a practical power source, the hydrostatic transmission saw
real use. Design drawing for John Deere tractor, Attractive styling helps sell even utilitarian
vehicles. Deere and Company hired Henry Dreyfuss's industrial design studio to enhance the
aesthetics of its tractors in an effort to be more competitive. The sketch has some features
already standard for general-purpose row crop tractors: the tricycle type tractor was introduced
by International Harvester in and rubber pneumatic tires were first marketed by Firestone in the
s. Despite special featuresâ€”power steering, multiple speeds 16 forward and eight reverse , a
diesel turbocharged engine, air-conditioning, AM-FM radio, and a hydraulic adjustable seatâ€”a
tractor's technology is not always what makes it important. In thousands of farmers drove
tractors to Washington, D. Here he is seated in the tractor in front of the museum. Courtesy of
Smithsonian Archives. The American Agriculture Movement was organized in the fall of in
response to a growing farm crisis. The Farm Bill had ignited concerns for many farmers who
believed the bill would adversely affect farm income by lowering commodity prices to less than
the cost of production. Gerald McCathern coordinated the D. Tractors roll along the National
Mall as part of the Tractorcade protest. Courtesy of the Smithsonian Archives. Early tractors
used power to revolutionize work on the farm, and centuries later farmers used tractors to show
the power of protest. Whether protesting on the streets or harvesting food for our tables, the
tractors in the museum's collection help us better understand agricultural history. Related Blog
Posts. Pioneers of agriculture reflect on the genetically-engineered revolution. The fall of was
an important milestone in the history of agricultureâ€”the year anniversary of the first
large-scale harvest of a Earlier this month, we sat down with curator Peter Liebhold, chair of the
museum's Division of Work and Industry, to take a look at a From dirt to dinner: How agriculture
history influences American lives. Soil is more than just dirt; it affects all of the foods we eat.
But why is this really a conversation about history and why are we talking Sign up for Monthly
E-newsletter. Search Google Appliance Enter the terms you wish to search for. Smithsonian
Website. In the early days of tractor development, there were literally hundreds of small
manufacturers. IH had 21 percent and Ford had 20 percent. Written by Bill Ganzel, the Ganzel
Group. First published in A partial bibliography of sources is here. Tractor Pull Contests. Other
Tractors in the s and 60s by nggmalyadm Apr 30, In the s and 60s, the trend toward

consolidation continued â€” even among the big eight. Oliver becomes White. Later in the
decade, these models were super-sized. The Super 44 was the smallest with around 25 HP. But
in , the company became a take-over target, and the heavy truck maker White Motor Corporation
acquired Oliver â€” overnight becoming a player in the tractor and implement business.
Minneapolis-Moline goes White. Minneapolis-Moline had also come about in a merger of three
Twin Cities companies in All three brands continued, but it was the same tractor under different
paint and logo schemes. Finally, in , White stopped the practice of marketing the same tractors
under three different brands and reorganized into the White brand. After World War II, a
mechanic in the Italian Army named Ferruccio Lamborghini started buying up surplus military
vehicles and converting them into agricultural machines. He sold enough to build his own
tractor factory in , but even then, he and a handful of employees were building a single tractor a
day. By , the tractor company was building 1, per year and had the first fully diesel four-wheel
drive and a crawler tractor in its lineup. Legend has it that Ferruccio was talking with his
neighbor Enzo Ferrari and complained about the noisy gearbox in his Ferrari car. As the s
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tory goes, Ferrari told Lamborghini to stick to building tractors and leave the sports cars to
Ferrari. The legendary sports cars debuted and continue to be some of the most expensive and
sought after models on the road. In , Lamborghini sold his tractor business to a company
known as the Same Company, they continued to build tractors while Ferruccio retired to make
wine in Umbria. He died in at the age of Steiger Company. In the late s, two brothers decided
they needed more power than current tractors were offering â€” a whole lot more power. In a
dairy barn in western Minnesota over the winter of , they built a huge lime green machine out of
truck parts. It delivered HP to all four wheels at a time when common tractors had around HP in
two-wheel drive machines. Their neighbors wanted to buy machines like it, so the brothers
eventually opened a manufacturing plant in Fargo, North Dakota. The largest of their machines
reached HP driving up to 12 tires mounted on the four axels. Go to:.

